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MULTIPLE INTEGRAL PROBLEMS IN THE CALCULUS
OF VARIATIONS AND RELATED TOPICS

by

CHARLES B. MORREY, JR. (Berkeley) (*)

Introduction. 
,

In this series of lectures, I shall present a greatly simplified account
of some of the research concerning multiple integral problems in the cal-

culus of variations which has been reported in detail in the papers [39J,
[401, [41], [42], [44], [46], and 47 J. I shall speak only of problems in non-

parametric form and shall therefore not describe the excellent result con-

cerning double integrals in parametric form obtained almost concurrently
by Sigalov, Danskin, and Cesari [62], [9J, [5]) nor the work of L. C. Young
and others on generalized surfaces. Some of my results have been extended
in various ways by Cinquini [6], De Giorgi [10], Fichera [17], Nöbéling [51],
Sigalov [58], [59], [60J, [61], Silova [63], and Stampacchia [67], [68], [69], [70].
However, it is hoped that the results presented here will serve as an in-
troduction to the subject.

The first part of this research reported in these lectures is an extension
of Tonelli’s work on single and double integral problems in which he em-

ployed the so-called direct methods of the calculus of variations ([71] thro-

ugh [78]). His work was stimulated, no doubt, by the succes of Hilbert,
Lebesgue [31] and others in the rigorous establishment of Dirichlet~’s prin-
ciple in certain important cases. The principle idea of these direct methods
is to establish the existence of a function z minimizing an integral by sho-
wing (i) that the integral is lower semicontinuous with respect to some

(*) Presented at the international conferenoe organized by C.I.M.E iu Pisa, september
1-10-1958. 
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kind of convergence (ii) that I (2’)~.~ for the z considered and (iii) that

there is a « minimizing sequence » zn such that jT()- and in the

sense required.
In the case of single integral problems, where

Tonelli (see, for instance [76]) was ableto carry through this program for
the case that only absolutely continuous functions are admitted, the con-
vergence is uniform, and (essentially) f (x ~ z , p) is convex 

p) _&#x3E; fo ( p) where it is seen from the proof of Theorem 2..4

below, . that the functions io any minimizing sequence would be uniformly
absolutely continuous so that a subsequence would converge uniformly to
an absolutely continuos fuiietioii zo which would thus minimize I(z)). To-
nelli was also able to carry through the entire program for certain double

integral problems usiag functions absolutely continuous, in his sense (ACT)
and uniform convergence [77], [78]. However, in general 1e had to a,ssume’
that the integrand f (x , y ~ -, 7 p I q) satisfied a condition like

If f satisfies this condition, Tonelli i showed that the functions in any mi-

nimizing sequence are equicontinuous, and uniformly bounded on interior
domains at least (see Lemma 4.1) and so a’ subsequence converges uniformly
on such domains to a function still in his class. He was also able to handle

the case where

e ,

for instance by slowing that any ininimizing sequence can be replaced by
one in which each z,, is monotone in the sense of Lebesgue (see 131] and
[37], for instance) and hence equicontinuous on interior domains, etc.

However, Tonelli was not able to get a general theorem to cover the
case where ,~’ satisfies (0.2) only with 1 a  2 . Moreover, if one considers

problems involving v &#x3E; 2 independent variables, one soon finds that one

would have to require a to be &#x3E; v in (0.2) in order to ensure that the fun-
ctions in any minimizing sequence would be equicontinuous on interior do-
mains. To see this, one needs only to notice that the functions
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are limits of ACT functions in which

respectively, are uniformly bounded ksee below for notation).
In order to carry through the program, for these more general problems,

then, the writer found it expedient to allow functions which are still more

general than Tonelli’s ACT functions. One obtains these more general fun-
ctions by merely replacing the requirement of v-dimensional continuity in
Tonelli’s definition by summability, but retaining Tonelli’s requirements
of absolute continuity along lines paralleli to the axes, summable par-

tial derivatives, etc. But then, two such functions may differ on a set

of measure zero in such a way that their partial derivatives also differ

only on a set of measure zero. It is clear that such functions should

be identified and this in done in forming the « spaces discussed in

Chapter I.
’ 

These more general functions have been defined in various ways and

studied by various authors in various connections. Beppo Levi [32] was
probably the first to use functions of this type in the special case that the
function and its first derivatives are iu any function equivalent to such
a function has been called strongly differentiable by Friedrichs and these
functions and those of corresponding type involving higher derivatives have
been used extensively in the study of partial differential equations (see [2],
[3], [11], [18l, [19], [20], [21], [24], [28], [30], [42], [45], [46], [47], [50], [57],
[61], [66]), G. G.’ Evans also made use at an early date [14], [15], [16] of
essentially these same functions in connection with his work on potential
theory. J. W. Calkin needed them in order to apply Hilbert space theory
to the study of boundary value problems for elliptic partial differential equa-
tions and collaborated with the author in setting down a number of useful
theorems about these functions (see [4] and [40]). The functions have been
studied in more detail since the war by some of the writers mentioned
above and by Aronszajn and Smith who showed that any function in the,
space Bmo (see Professor Niremberg’s lectures) can be represented as a Riesz
potential of order m [1]. The writer is sure that many others have also di-
scussed these functions and certainly does not claim that the bibliography
is complete. 

In Chapter I, the writer presents some of the known results concer-

ning these more general functions., In Chapter II, these are applied to ob-
tain theorems concerning the lower-semicontinuity and existence of minima
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of multiple integrals of the form

where the function f is assumed to be continuous in (x, z , p) for (x , z , p)
and convex in p _ (p£) for each (x , z). In Chapter III, the most general
type of function for which the integral I (z , G) in (0.5) is lower=

semicontinuous is discussed. In Chapter IV, the writer discusses his results
concerning the differentiability of the solutions of minimum problems. In
Chapter V, the writer discusses the recent application by Eells and himself
of a variational method in the theory of harmonic integrals.

We consistently use the notations of (0.5). Il g is a vector, I (p I deno-
tes the square root of the sum of the squares of the components. Our fun-
ctions are all real-valued unless otherwise noted. If z is a vector or tensor

ZiJ. , zaP’ i etc., will denote the partial derivatives a2 zj ôxa axg, etc.,
or their corresponding generalized derivatives. Repeated indices are summed
unless otherwise noted. If G is a domain aG denotes its boundary and
G = G U a G . B (xo , R) denotes the solid sphere with center at xo and ra-
dius R ; we sometimes abbreviate B (0 , R) to BR, [a, b] denotes the closed
cell All integral are Lebesgue integrals. It is sometimes de-

sirable to consider the behavior of a function (or vector) z (x) with respect
to a particular variable xa; when this is done, we write x = (xa , xa) and
z (x) = z (xa, xa) where x’ stands the remaining variables ; sometimes (v - 1)
dimensional integrals

appear in which case they have their obvious significance. We say that a

(vector) function z (x) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition on a set 8 if
and only if there is a constant M such that

I for x1 and x2 on S ;
z is said to satisfy a uniform Holder condition on 8 with exponent 0
 p  1, if and only if there is an M such that
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A (vector) fanetion z is of class C" on a domain G if and only if z and
its partial derivatives of order are continuous on G ; z is said to be
of class or C on G if and only if z is of class Cn on G and it and

14

all of its partial derivatives of satisfy uniform Holder conditions
with exponent /~0~1~ on G ; the second notation on is used when

~u =1 (see Chapter V). 
"
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CHAPTER I 

’

Function of class 93)., 93¡ , 931 (2 ~ 1) and functions which are ACT.

We begin with the definitions of these classes :
DEFINITION : A function of class 93). on a do-

nlain G if and only if’ z is of class on G and there are functions V,
a =1, ... , v , of class E). on G with the following property ; i if R is ally
cell with ’closure in G , there is a sequence zn~ of functions of class (j’ on
R U aR such that and Zn.a -- p, strongly in Zz on .R.

DEFtNITION : A function z is of class cl3,’, on G if and only if

(i) z is of class on G;
(ii) if [a , b~ is any closed cell il G , then z is AC (absolutely conti-

nuous) in xa on [aa, bl] for almost all xa on [tt’ a = 1. , ~...2 ’)J;/
(iii) the partial derivatives z,a, which exist almost every-where and

are measurable on account of (ii), are pf class 2). on G.
DEFINITION : A function z is of class 93; on G it’ and only if z is of

, class cl3). on G and is continuous there.

DEFINITION : A function z is absolutely continuous in the sense Qf To-

(ACT) on G if and only if z is of class c)51’ and is continuous on G.

DEFINITION : Suppose z is of class £1 on G. We define ’its h average
functions on the set Gh by’ 

’

Gh being the set of all x in G such that the cell [x - h, , x + h] C G. 
-age

. LEMMA 1.1 : Is z is of class -PA on a domain G and zh is its 

function defined on Gh , then Zh - z in -P, as h - 0 on each closed cell [a , b]
i1~ G and Zh is continuous 0 n Gh. 

- 

/

Proof: That Zh is continuous follows from the absolute continuity of
the Lebesgue integral. Next, it is well known that zh (x) -. z (x) as h - 0 for
almost all x. Finally, choose 0 so that [a - ho, b + ho] C G , ‘ keep
0  h  ho , I and let 99 (e) be a function - 0 as ~O --~ 0 such that II Z 
[m (e)] for e C [a - ho ? b -~- k] , 7 where

t
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Then the lemma follows, since

since

where e (~) is the set obtained by tra.nslating e along the vector ~.

If z is of class cf3i on G, the functions pa are uniquely
determined up to null funct’ions. Zh is the h average of z and pah is that

of pa , then Zh is of class 0’ on Gh and

I’roo f : Let [a, b] C G, choose ho so [a - ho, b -~- hol c G , and keep
0  h  ho. Approxiinate to z and pa by Zn and in on [a - ho, b + ho~.
Then for each h, we see that znh;a = (Zn,ä)h and we Inay obtain (1.2) by
letting it - 00 on [n b]. The first statement is now obvious. ’ 

*

DEFINITION : If z is of class 03;.. on a" domain G , we define its gene-
rttlizet derivative Du z (x) as the Lebesgue derivative at x of the set function

pa (x) dx . ° ’ 

’ 

’

e

THEOREM 1.2 : t I% z is of class on G, 9 Zh is its h-average fuitction,
and pah is that of its partial- derivative 8z/8xa, then Zh is of class 0’ and

(1.2) holds. Moi-eover z is o f class cf3). and its cor/responding partial and ge-
neralized deriroatives coincide almost everywhere. 

,

Proof : Let [a, b] c G, choose ho so [tt-ho,b+holc G, and keep
0  h  hOt If x’ is not in a set of measure 0 on [a’ - ho , ba + h], then

êJz/8xa « pa is summable in xa over [aa - ho, ba -f - ho] and

By integrating (1.3), we see that it holds for all z§ on [aa , ba] and all

on [aa , ba] if z and pa are replaced by their h-averages. Then (1.2)
and the last statement follow.
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THEOREM 1.3 : (a) If zi and z2 are eqitivalent one is of class c)31 on
G, 7 then both are and their generalized derivatives coincide.

(b) If z, and Z2 are ot’ class on a domain G anrl zl,a (x) = (x)
eve’rywhe1’e on G , then o, tt,)td Zz differ by a constant and a n2ill

,function.
These are easily proved using the h-average functions.
THEOREM 1.4: (a) Any function z of class on G is equivalent to it

function zo of class on G.

b) z is ACT on G if and only if z is of class there.

Proof : To prove (a), let R = [a, b] be any rational cell in G and ap- , ,

progimate to z there by functions Zn of class 0’ on [a, A subsequence,
still called z,,, converges to z almost everywhere and is such that

for all x’ not in a set ZRa of (p - 1) -dimeusional measure zero, a =1, ... , v.
From (1.4), we see that the ZIl (xa , x~} are equicoutinuos in xa and converge
uniformly on (aa , ba] to a function ZOR (xa , ,x) which is AG’ in xa if xa is

not in = 1 ~ ... , v. Ubviously zoR = z almost everywhere on R. Since
the union of the ZRa for a fixed and U running over all rational cells is

still of measure zero; we see that the ZOR join up to form a function zo of
class 03¿ on (~.

To prove (b), we note first that if z is ACT on G, it is of class 93~
on G. Conversely, if z is of class 93?, we may repeat the first part of the
proof taking zn as the hn -average of z and conclude that we may take zoR
always = z since then zn converges uniformly to z on R.’

The following theorems are easily proved by approximations :
.. , THEOREM 1.5 : The iz o f equivalence classes of functions of class
93). is a Banach space if we define the not’1n by

If ~, = 2, c)3, is a real Hilbert 81Jace 2ue define
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THEOREM 1.6 : If tt E and h is o f cla,ss 0’ and sa,tisfies a 

Lipschitz condition on the bounded G, then It. u E Cf3 on G and the ge-
nera lized derivatives (hu),a all exist act, any point xo where all the exist.

DEFINITION : A transformation T: x = x(y) from a domain , U -onto G
which is of class 0’ is said to be regular if and only if T is 1-1 and T

and its inverse are of class ~G~’ and satisfy uniform Lipschitz condition

(I x (Yi) - x (y2)1 M . - Y2 ( , etc.).
. 

THEOREM 1.7 : If u is of class Cf3¡ (~~’) on the bounded demain G, x=x(y)
is a regular of class 0’ froin the bounded domain G onto G

(y) = u [x (y)], is of class Cf3¡ (Cf3¡’) on G. Moreover, if xo=x(yo)
and all the generalized derivatives u,a (xo) exist, then all the generalized deri-

, 
-

vatzves u,a (yo) exist and 
,

Proof : That ~ is of class (cl3") A and that we may choose the right
sides of (1.5) as the ( derivative functions » pp of the definition is easily
proved by approximating u on interior domains by functions of class C~.

Since regular families of sets correspond under regular transformations, the
last statement follows easily.

REMARKS : It is proved in [40] and [47], for instance, that if u is of

class CJ3ï. on G, it is equivalent. to a function (namely the Lebesgue de-

rivetive of ud x) which is of class and is such that any transform as in
e

Theorem 1.7 rdtaius this property. But the last statement of Theorems 1.7
does not hold for the partial derivatives since tliis would inply that z had
a total differential almost everywhere contrary to an example of Sake [55].
It is clear how to define the generalized derivative in a given direction

and that (Theorem 1.7) if all the u,a (xo) exist, then a all the generalized di-
rectional derivatives exist at xo and are given by their usual formulas the-
re, It is now easy to prove Rademacher’s famous theorem [52] that a Lip-
schitz function has a total differential almost everywhere : For using the
result just mentioned together with Theorem 1.2 we see that if z is Lip-
schitz and ~o is not in a set of measure zero, then. the partial and genera-
lized derivatives all exist at xo and the ordinary directional derivatives in

a denumerable everywhere dense set of directions (independent of xo) all

exist and are given by their usual formulas ; at any such point z is seen

to have a total differential. Thus in Theorem 1.6, lJ; may be Lipschitz and
in Theorem 1.7, the transformation and its inverse may be Lipschitz; i in

this case (1.5) holds whenever all the gene1’alized derivatives involved exist.
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THEOREM 1.8 : The most ,general linear funotional on the space 93 is of
the form 

’

where the Aa (a 2: 0) E Ep.’ with ~,~1-~- ~"~ ==1 &#x3E; 1 or are bounded and

on G == 1.

Proof : Let A be the space of all vectors cP = ..., gw) with compo-
nents in E)., and 

- -’- ..-

From Theorem 1.5 it follows that the snbspace of all vectors (z, z,1, 7... ~ Z,,)
for which z E 93 on G is a closed linear manifold 1M in Hence if

F(z, z,,) = f (z) ~ then F can be extended to the whole space B to

have same norm as f. Then F is given by (1.6).
-From Theorem 1.8 we immediately obtain : ,

THEOREM 1.9: (a) A necessary and sufficient condition that z,, converges

wea,kly fo z (z,, ? x) in on G is tha,t z,~ ? Z and the z",a ? z,a in on G.
’ 

(b) If Zu  z in on G, then Zn. 7’ z in 93 on any subdomain.
(c) If zn in on G (boulided), x = x (y) is it regular 

tion of class 0’ front G onto (y) = Zn [x (y)] and; (y) = z (x (y)], then
on 1i. ° 

’

(d) If z,, ’7 z in on G (bounded) and h is Lipschitz on G, then

hzn .., hz in c)6;L on G.

DJiJFINITION: A function z is of class on G (bottyided) if and only
if it is of class there and there existe a seqnence lu..), each of class G’’

and vanishing on and near the boundary a G such that z,a -~ z (strong con-

vergence) in on G. The subsyace of Cf3¡ is defined correspondingly.
If z and z* E 93¡ on G, we say thatli z = z* on a G in the sense if and ,

only if z - z. E CBAO on G’ ,

The fo1Jawing is immediate :

THEOREM 1.10 : The subspace is a closed linear 11lanifold -is Cf3;L
if z,= ? z in 011, G and each z,~ E then z E 03¡o. If z E and xl (x) = z(x)
for x on G and zf (x~ = 0 otherwise, therc Z1 E on arcy G and = 0

for alrnost all x not in G. 
’

THEOREM 1.11 (Poinear6ls inequality) : Suppose z E on G C R).
Then
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Proof: It is snfficicient to prove this for z of class C’~ and vanishing
on aB (x , R) with G = B (xo ~ R). Taking spherical coordinates (1", p) with

r I and E ~ = a B (0, 1), we obtain ~

Thus

from which the result , follows.
THEOREM 1..12: Suppose z E on G, L1 c G, x~ E’ on d and coinci-

des with z on aL1 in the sense. Then the function Z such that Z(x) = z*(x)
on d and Z (x) = z (x) on G - L1 is of class 03). on G and z,a (x) = al-

’1nost everywhere on L1 and Z,a (x) = z,a’ (x) (tve1’ywhere on G - L1 .
Proo f : For defi ne Z1 (x) = z* (x) - z (x) on A and 0 elsewhere. Then

Z (x) = z (x) + Z, (x) on G and the result follows from Theoreni 1.10.

LEMMA 1.2 : Suppose z E on the cell [a - b + ho]. Then

where °1 depends only on the 
Proof : Since we may approxiniate to z strongly in on b + h]

by functions of class 0’ on that closed cell, it is sufficient to prove the lem-
ma for such functions. Then if x E [a , b] I  h ~ we see that x and
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Then

from which the result follows.

THEOREM 1.13 : 1./ zn *y zo in on the bounded dontain G, then zn - z 0
iu E). 1. If sequence in witla II zn II uniformly bounded,
a subsequence converges strongly in -P, to some function z.

Proof: The first statement follows from the second. For, let fzpl be any
subsequence of (x~~. A subsequence (zq) converges strongly in Zi to some
function z which must be (equivalent to) zo. Hence the whole, sequence

in ..

To prove the second statement, suppose G c [a, b] and extend each zn
to be 0 outside G ; then each zn E on [a - 1 , a -~- 1] with uniformly
bounded 03). norm., For each h with 0  h  1, we see that the znh are

uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on [a, b]. So there is a subsequence,
called such that zph converges uniformly to some function zh for each
h of a sequence - 0. From lemma 1.2, it is easy to see first that the limi-

ting zh form a Cauchy sequence in 12). having some limit z and then that

strongly in .e,.
In order to treat variational problems with fixed boundary values, one

can, of course, practically always reduce the problem to one where the gi-
ven boundary values are zero. Although one can formulate theorems about
variational problems having variable boundary values on the boundary of
an arbitrary bounded domain (see Chapter II), such problems become more
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meaningful if we restrict ourselves to domains G which are bounded and
of class C’ where boundary values can be defined in a more definite way
as we now do.

DEFINITION : A bounded domain G is of class C’ if and only if each
point Xo of the boundary is interior to a neighborhood N (xo) on C~ 
which is the image, under a regular transformation x = x (y) of class C’,
of the half-cube Q+ : ’xa  1 for a  v and 0 _ xv  1, y where x (0) = xo
and fl N (xo) is the image of the part of Q+ where xv = 0. Such a neigh-
borhood N (xo) is called a boundary neighborhood.

DEFINITION : Suppose C~ is a domain. A Unite sequence of

functions is said to be a partition of unity of class 0’ on G U aC if and

only if each hi is of class C’ on 7 0 _ hi (x) _ 1 on for each

i, and

for x on

The support of hi is the closure of the set of all x on G U aG for which
..

LEMMA 1.3 : If G is bounded of class C’, there is a pattit?on of
’unity ~h1 ~ ... ~ hN) oj. class 0’ on G U a G such that the o f each hi is

either interior to a cell in G or is interiot" to a boundary neighborhood of
,

Proof. With each interior point P of G we defioe Rp as the largest
hypercube in G and define rp as the hypercube I 
 hpl2. With each P on a G, associate a boundary mighborhood Rp=N(P)
which’ is the image under 7:p of Q+ as in the definition ; we define ;p as
the part of Rp corresponding under zp to the part of Q+ for which )~~1/2~
a =1, ... , v. There are a finite rN of the 2-p which cover

G U a G. Clearly each corresponding Ri is the image under a regular tran~
sformatioii ci of class C’ of either the unit cube Q or the half-cube Q+
where ri corresponds under 7:i to the part where  1/2.

Now, let g (s) be a fixed function of class C°° for all 8 with g (s) =1
1/2, q (s) = 0 for I s &#x3E; 3/4, and 0  (s) c 1 otherwise. For

each i, define lcc (x) on R~ as the image under Ti of the function q~ (y1) ." ~ (yv)
and define = 0 elsewhere on G U a G. Then the support of ki is interior

to (x) ~ 1 for x on ri, and each ki is of class C’ on G U a G . We

then define 
’ 

-
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Then we see by induction that

so that the seqnence (hi , ... , hN) satisfies the desired conditions..

THEOREM 1.14 : Suppose G is bounded and of class C’. and z E C)3;. on
G. Then

(i) there is a sequence (zn) of functiolls of class 0’ on G U a G which

. converges strongly in C)3). to z on G ;
(ii) there is a boundary value fttnction (p in on a G (with respect to

to which every sequance ~z~2~ in (1) converges stt-oitgly in -P, on aG;’ 

(iii) T : ic = x (y) is a ’regultu’ of’ clcrss ~~’ of G U aG
onto G U a G, z (y) = z [x (y)], and 99 (y) = q j,x (y)], then g~ is the boundary
value function for z on aG;

(iiii) if 99 (x) = 0 for a,l1nost all x on aG, then z E C)3;.o ’on (I.

Proof : Let [h, be a partition, of uuity on G U aG of the type ,
described in Lemma 1.3. Clearly t1ach function hi z E C)3;. on G and 011 Ri
and the thansform wi (y) uuder 1:i E 93). on either Q or Q+ i in the former

case wi vanishes 011 and.near aQ and in the latter, wi vanishes near 
11 aQ. In the latter, case, wi is equivalent to a function which is A 0

in Y6 for almost all y~, a = 1 , ... , ’" 011 any cell where (since
’Wi = 0 near yv =1), where h &#x3E; 0. But since we see that wio is

AC in yv for 0 S for almost all y,. If we exteud wio to the ,whole
of Q by setting

(yv, y’) = + wio (- yv, y") for - 1 .::S yv ~ 4 ~
we see that wio E on Q and vanishes near aQ. Clearly we may approxi-
mate each wi or woi on Q strongly in by functions w,,i of class C! on

Q and vanishing near aQ. ~f we define Zui on Ri as the transform of wnz
under 1:i and then define Z- = Znl -f- ... + znN, we see that z,, has the de-

sired properties. 
’

To prove (ii) we choose, in all cases, wio equivalent to U’i and on

Q. Then, since wio is AC ill xv, we see that
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Accordingly, we see that WiO (yv ~ y~,) converges strongly in to

(0, y§) 0+. in of class C’, and we let Wni be the
transform of under 7:i, then we see that (1.7) holds uniformly. Now
let be any subsequence of ~n). There is a subsequence (q) of ( p) such
that (for each i) converges strongly in fi with respect to y~ on

[- 1 , 1] for almost all ~,0 ~~1. But, on account of the uniformity in
(1.7), this convergence is uniform for all y~ ~ 0 _ yv _ 1. Hence the whole

sequence WiO (0 , yN) converges strongly to wao (0 , 2/y) in 

(iii) is now evident. To prove (iiii), be of class C’ and converge

strongly to z in on G. Then ;’n and each converges strongly to 0
on éJ G. If we define the Woi as above, then (0)=0 for almost all yv
on [+ 1 , 1] if R; is a boundary neighborhood. If we extend such WOi to Q by

we see that WOi is of class 

ou Q and that it and its h-average functions, for sufficiently small h vanish
near aQ and along ~==0. By modifying the average function slightly for

each h in a sequence 0 we may construct sequences tending strongly
in 93;. to ~==0 such thot each near yv = ~ as near 8Q for
those i for which Ri is a boundary neighborhood. The desired zn, each

of class 0’ and vanishing near å G can be constructed as above.
THEOREM 1.15 : G -is bouarded class C’ and if Zn ’7 Z in cr3;.’

on G, then i~~ E;. cp on If’ II zn II iN zcrzzformly

bounded in CX3J.J and the set functions J I are uniformly absohltely .

e

continuous if Â = 1, there is a subsequence (zp) which 
Cf3;. to some z on G.

Proof : Let ~h1 ? ... ~ hN~ , Wi, and have meanings as in the proof
of Theorem 1.14 and let wnoi be of class 93¡ 011 Q (or Q+) and be equiva-
lent to Wni and extend each WnOi to Q as before. Then (1.7) holds uniformly
(in case À =1 this is true on account of the uniform absolute continuity

I 

in that case) and in Zi on Q for each i. The argument in the proof
of (ii) in Theorem 1.14 can be repeated to obtain the desired results. The

last statement follows easily.
In the next section, we shall have occasion to discuss vector functions

of class 93;..
DEFINITION: A vector function z = (Zi , ..., zN) is of class 93;. if and

only if each of its components is ; in this case 
,
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It is clear that all the theorems and lemmas of this section except
Theorem 1.11 and lelnma 1.2 generalize immediately to vector functions.

Those two can be generalized with the help of the following well known
lemma :

. LEMMA 1.4 : Suppose f, , ... , f~ are sum1uable over the set 8 with respect
to the maesui-e ft- Then is also and

Pi-oof : For the left side of (1.8) equals
B

In addition, we need the following special case of Rellich’s theorem

[53]:
THEOREM 1.16: If the z is of clltss Cf3Â on the R of

sioe hand zR is its average over R, then

where °2 depends on the indicated.

P~~oof. : It is sufficient to prove this for vectors of class C’ where R :

J xa  k = h/2. we bave
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Setting the last integral becomes

where R (q, t) is the intersection of R with the hypercube
Ou R (r~ , t) we see that

The result follows since ~~~ [R (h , t)]  hy and for t  1/2.
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CHAPTER II

Lower-semicontinuity and existence theorems for a
class of multiple integral problems.

In this chapter, we consider variational problems for integrals of the
form (0,5) in which f (x, z, p) is continuous in (x, ~ p) for all (x, z, p)
and is convex for each (x , z) (cf. [42], Chapter III).

DEFINITIONS : A set 8 in a linear space is said to be coitvex if and

only if the segment P, P2 belongs to S whenever the points P1 and P2 do.
A function 99 (~) (~ = (~1, ..., iP)) is said to be convex on the convex set 8

in the ~-space if and only if

whenever $, 1 and ~2 E S.
The following theorems concerning convex functions are well known

and are stated without proof:
LEMMA 2.1: Suppose g~ (~) is convex on the open convex set 8 with

I cp ($)I  M there. Then 99 satisfies ,

on any compact subset of S at a distance &#x3E; 6 from aS.
2.2 : Suppose 99 and each qn are convex on the open convex set S

and suppose (~) (~) fot- ea’ch $ on S. Then the convergence is uniform
on any compact subset of S. 

’

LEMMA 2.3 : A necessary and sufficient condition be convex on the

open convex set S is that for each ~ in S there exists a linear function
(fp - ~p + b such that .

for all

If 99 is of class C’ 8, this condition is equivalent to .

I
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If g~ is of class C" on S, this condition is equivalent to

JOt’ on S and all 21. 
’

DEF1NITION : A linear function ap p + b, I whiéh satisfies (2.1) for

some 1 is said to be supporting to cp at ~ .
LEMMA 2.4: is convex for all ~ and satisfies

Then 99 takes on its minimum. Also, if at , ap are any numbers, there is

a unique b such that ap ~p + b is supporting to q for If 1p is convex
and satisfies (2.2), if 1p (~) &#x3E; ~ (~) for each and if ap $P + c is supporting
to 1p, then c &#x3E; b. I ,

LEMMA 2.5 : Suppose that and q; are everywhere convex and satisfy
~2.2) and suppose that (~) -~ ~ (~) for each ~ . Suppose at , ..., ap are any
numbers and b,a and b are chosen so that ap $P -f - 6n and ap $P + b are sup-
porting to q;n and g , respectively. Then bn - b. Likewise, if anp - ap for each
p and bn and b are chosen so that anp ~p + bn and ap ~p + b are all suppor-
ting to f, then b~, -~ b .

In order to consider variational problems on arbitrary bounded domains,
it is convenient to introduce the following type of weaker than weak con-
vergence in 93t on such a domain.

DEFINITION : We say that zo in 931 on the bounded domain G

if and only if zn and zo all E 931 on ’(1, Zo in ~1 on each cell interior
to G and each zn,a --I ZO,a in £1 on the whole of G .

THEOREM 2.1 : If G is bounded and of class 0’ or if all the zn E on

G and if Zn -L, zo in cB, on G, then Zn ., zo in ~1 on G .

Proof: -The second case can be reduced to the first by extending each
z,, to be zero outside (~ and choosing a domain r of class 0’ such that

1’ ~ G . Thus we suppose C~ of class C’. If we use the notation in the proof
of Theorem 1.14, we see that (1.7) holde uniformly for the so that an

arguiiieiit similar to those in the proofs of Theorems - 1.14 and 1.15 and
1.13 shows that wnaz converge strongly in Et on Q or Q+ to something
for each i. Thus Zn converges strongly in Et on C~ to something which

must be Zo .. ,

RF,MAP.K: If G is not of class 0’ and the zn are not all in B10
on G, I then an example in [41] shows that Zo in ~1 on C~ without
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the ~1 norms of the zn being uniformly bounded. If for some I &#x3E; 1 ,

are uniformly bounded, then a subsequence (p) of {~} exists such that the

~ something in £1 on the whole of C ..
THEOREM 2.2 : Suppose that defined of all p = p~~ (i = 1 , ..., N

a = 1 , ..., w) and f is convex. If zn ? Zo on G and

then I (zo ~ G) and I (zn , G) are each finite or -~- oo and

Proof: Since f is convex, there are constants af such that

Hence

with a similar inequality for I (z~) . Thus the first statement follows.

If D C G, we see as above that ,

by virtue of the uniform absolute continuity of the set functions (~~) ~x .
e

Clearly also I(z , 7 D) - I (z , G) as D runs through an expanding sequence
of domains exhausting G. Thus it is sufficient to prove the lower semi-

continuity for C~ a hypercube of side h , y say.
To do this, we define a sequence of summable functions as

follows: For each q divide G into 2vq hypercubes of side h · 2-g. On each
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of these hypercubes R, define

where pi is the average of zi over R and tbe «i (R, q) are chosen so that
supporting to f at PR’ We define the qJnq simi-

larly from Then it follows that

(almost everywhere). On the other hand, suppose all the generalized deriva-
tives exist at some xo which is not on a R for any bypercnbe R as above

for any q. Let R denote the hypercube containing xo . Then as q - o0

zil (xo) so that qq (xo) -+ f [VZ since the a; remain bounded (Lem-
ma 2.5). Hence

Moreover, for each fixed q, p.R - pR from the weak convergence so

The result follows from (2.3) and (2.4).
LEMMA 2.6 : Suppose ,~’ (x ~ x ~ p) is defined and satisfies a unifo),,ni

Lipschitz cond,ition with K for all (x, z, p), suppose f (x, z ~ p) is

convex in p each (x, z) and suppose f (x, z, p) &#x3E; fo ( p) for all (x, z, p) ,
where fo (.p) is convex. Then, if Zn ? zo in 931 on G,

Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, it is sufficient to prove this for

a hypercube D of side d interior to G. Then zn - Zo in ei on D. From the

Lipschitz condition, so

that I (z , D) and ~T (z?a ~ D) are ,
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For each q, divide D into 2".q hypercubes R of side 2-Q. d. Then,
using Theorem 1.16, it follows that

and a similar inequality holds for each zn with 8q independent of n on
account of the weak convergence. Also

The lemma follows easily from Theorem 2.2 and the inequalities above.
THEOREM 2.3 : defined continuous for all

(u , q , p), is convex in p each (a? ~ z) and f (x ~ z ~ p) &#x3E; % ( p), for all

where convex and as p-oo. Then

I (z , G) is lower semicoutinuous with respect to the convergence? .
Proof : In order to prove this, it is sufficient to show that f (x , z ~ ~)

is the limit of a non-decreasing sequence fu (x , x , ~) each of which has the
properties required in Lemma 2.6. In order to do this, z ; a)
(a = (a") be chosen so that the function cp (x , z ; p ; a) == a.f pi + b (x x ; a) is

the unique supporting plane (in p) to f determined by a ; By Lemmas 2.4
and 2.5 b (x ~ z ; a) is continuous in (x , z ; a) and b (x , z ; (a), the

corresponding function for 10’ For each a, choose a non-decreasing sequen-
ce bn (x , z ; a) of functions, each &#x3E; bo (a) -1 each satisfyng a uniform
Lipschitz condition for all (x , z), which converges to b (x ~ z ; a). We then
define ~(~~~~)=~~-)-~(~~~) and we see that rpn is a non

decreasing sequence tending to cp for each a, each rpn satisfying a uniform
Lipschitz condition everywhere.

For each n, we define for all a for

which all the ay are rational numbers having numerator and denominator
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both  Then it is clear that thc f,, are non-decreasing and each satisfies

a uniform Lipschitz condition. Now, let (xo, zo, Po) and 8&#x3E; 0 be given. Using
Lemma 2.5 and the continuity of b, we see that there is a rational a sucli
that a) Ulearly (xo , zo ~ a) .-:.

sl2 fpr all sufficiently large n, so that In (xo , zo , 
We now turn to existence theorems on arbitrary domains. We begin

with the following theorem (cf. [48] and [40], theorem 8.8 and [41]:
THEOREM 2.4 : Suppose ,~o ( p) i8 convex in p and fo (~)l ~ p ~ -~ -~- oo as

p -. oo. Then there is ~c function 99 (~O) -. 0 as ~O -~ 0 which depends only on ,~’
and M such that if I (z, G)  M, then

Proof : For each integer I- &#x3E; 1, let lilr be the set of x in G where

and exists and let

where Z is the set of measure 0 where D z (x) does not exist. Clearly Co = G~
and if r &#x3E; 1 and then Let ar be the inf. of fo (1))/
Ipl I for Then as 1"-+-00. Also

From this we see that

and both - 0 as r - oo. So, let e be any subset of G. Let r be the smal-

lest integer such that Mlr %,+,:!~ in (e). Then

satisfies the conditions.
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THEOREM 2,5 : satisfies the hypotheses 2.3

and G is a bounded Suppose that oj in
, 93. which is cO’lnpact with respect to the convergence -7 in 931 on G. Suppose
F is of all z in 931 which coincide on the 93. sense with

some 1’’~ and suppose F contains z~ for whieh 1(;: , G)  + oo .
Then 1 (z, G) takes on its in F.

Let be a minimizing sequence (i. e. 1 (z" , G) - greatest lower
bound for z in 1~’) ; we may assume that G)  lVl = I (z1, G) . Suppose
z" on G where zn A subsequence z; ? za in 931 on G and

zo E 1’~. By Theorem 2.4, the set are uniformly A 0; the
e 

same is true of the set functional’ J7 (zq - z ) I ax. Since G is bounded and
e

each zq = 0 on ô G, we see with the aid of Theorem 1.13 that a sub-
sequence zr - zr -y some w 0 in 931 ond G and wo = 0 on a G . Accordin-

-7 Zo -- Wo in 93f on G and Zo E F. the theorem follows from

the lower-semicontinuity of I (z , G).
Somewhat more meaningful boundary value problems can be studied

if we require G to be of class C’ at least. We need the following pl’e1imi-’
nary lemma : 

’

LEMMA 2.7 : Suppose G is bounded of class 0’ and F is a 

of functions of 93). on G such that

Suppose that F satisfies one of the following additional conditions :
(i) nitinber P and an open T of G such that

(iij there’ zs a number P and an open set a of aG such that

,Then the C)34 of the o in Fare uniformly bounded,
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We may cover G U 7G with a finite number of. hypercubes or

boundary neighborhoods Rt , ..., let ~z map () or Q+ onto Bi as in the
proof of Lemma 1.3~ We may assume that of the Ri c T in case (i) or
that R; fl 8G c a in case (ii). In case (ii), we see using equation (1.7) with

yr = 0 that case (i) holds with z = .R~, and P replaced by Pi; here we have
assumed that WiO is equivalent to the transform under ~~ of the restriction
of z to 

°

Now, let be an open set Tij. For a given z, let w’o be of class

03Â of Q or Q+ and be equivalent to the transform under cpj of the restri-
ction of z to Rj . Thus there is a cell or Q+ such that
case (i) holds with z replaced by WjO and P by Pjo (independently of z in F).
By using an equation like (1.7), we see in turn that case (i) holds with R~o
replaced I~~2 , ... ~ = Q or Q+ with P replaced by Pji , ... , Pjv = Pj
where y

etc. Thus case (i) holds with r replaced by Rj and P by Py. Since any Rk
can be joined to the first Ri by a sequence each two adjacent members
of which have an open set in common, the lemma follows.

We can now prove our second principal existence theorem :
THEOREM 2.6: Suppose the domain G and the family F satisfy the - con-

ditions of 2.7 for some ~, &#x3E; 1 and hence ~, = ,1 and suppose F

contains some which I (z ~ G) is finite and suppose F is closed

with respect to weak convergence in cl3, . Suppose that f (x, z, p) satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 2.3 Then I (z G) talces on its minimum in F.

Proof : Let [ zn ) be a minimizing sequence for which I (zn, I Cz, G).
Then the set fanctions zn,a dx are uniformly absolutely continuous on ac-

e

count of Theorem 2.4. Combining this with Theorem 1.15 ; we see that a
subsequence ( zp) can be selected which converges weakly on G in 031 to
some zo in ~1. Since F is closed with respect to weak convergence in

~1 ~ za E F. The result follows from the lower semicontinuity of 1 (z , G) .
THEOREM 2.7 : of class C’,f (x, z , p) satisfies the hypothe-

ses of Theorem 2.3, and r is a closed ftti)tily of functions 99 in ~1 on ô G
such that case (ii) of Lemma 2.7 holds. Suppose F is the family of all fun-
ctions z in 931 on G, each of which has boundary values in r and suppose

F contains a such that I (;, finite. (z, G) takes on its
minimum in F.

Proof : For the snbfami1y F of z ill F Bfor which I (z, G) .:S I (z , G) sa-
tisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.6, on account of Theorems 2.1, 2.3 ;
and 1.15.
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EXAMPLE: As an example of the use of Theorem 2.7, consider the pro-
blem of finding the surface z == z (x) (z = (,-17 Z2 z3) , x = a¡2)) of least
area of type of a disc bounded by a simple closed C consisting of a fixed
arc Cl which has only its end points on a surface S and a variable arc C2
on S. Using tleorems about conformal mapping this probleme can be redu-
ced to that of minimizing the Dirichlet integral

among all vectors z of class 932 oli G, where G is the unit circular disc,
such that the restrictions of z to 8G carry the upper semicircle of a G in
a 1-1 continuous way onto the fixed arc °1. with (0,1) corresponding to
some fixed point on 01 and carry the lower part of 8G in a 1-1 conti-
nuous way onto the variable arc C2. In order to apply Theorem 2.7, we
let r consist of all strong limits in £2 on 8G of the restrictions of such

z to aG. Any vector 99 in r is equivalent along the upper part of aG to
a vector which carries that part of 8G in a « monotone» way onto 01 in
which arcs of 01 may correspond to points on aG; for almost all x on the
lower part of at any rate. Since any minimizing vector zo cer-
tainly minimizes I (z, G) among all z in 932 which coincide with Zo on aG
in the sense, we see that zo is harmonic (see Professor Nirenberg’s
lectures). By arguments like those in [7] and [43], we conclude that zo is

continuous on the upper half of aG and yields a conformal map of G onto
the surface represented by zo . However, an example of Courant [8] (p. 220,
221), shows that zo need not be continuous along the. lower half and

that the limiting « curve » C2 need not be an arc even if the surface 8 is

regular and of class C°° ; Lewy [33] has shown that if 8 is analytic, the
curve C2 is analytic.
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CHAPTER III

Quasi.convexity and lower-semicontinuity.

In the preceding chapter, we proved theorems concerning the lower-

semicontinuity of multiple integrals G) in cases where the integral fun-
ction f (x , z , p) is continuons and convex in p fQr each (x, z). This restric-
tion on f was a natural extension to the case of several unknown functions
of the ordinary requirement when N = 1 that the variational problem be

regular or at least that Hadamard’s condition

for all (

be satisfied, f being assumed of class C". But (3.1) holds if and only if f
is convex in (~1, ... , ,Pv) for each (xi , ... , ,xv x).

The condition (3.1 ) is arrived at as follows: Suppose a function zo (x)
of class C’ minimizes 1 (z, G) among all functions of z of class C’ which

have the same boundary values and which are near zo in the sense that
the maximum of I + I Vz(x) for some b &#x3E; 0.

Then it can be shown that (3.1) holds for x on G, z (x) ~ and p = 
However, if this procedure is applied in the case where N&#x3E; 1, we obtain

. 

only the condition

for all (x , z , p) (along the solution z = zo (x) , etc.) and all (~1 ~ .,. ! and

($~ , ... , 8N) (see Theorem 3.3 below). This does not imply is

convex in p. Moreover, it is known that integrals 2 (z, G) which arise in

parametric problems are lower semi-continuous with respect to uniform con-

vergence ; y for the case of the parametric problem for surfaces in 3-space
(p = 2 , N = 3), these integrands have the form

where

and F is convex in (J~ , J2 , J3) ~ y but not in the six p~. 4
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It turns out to be rather easy to derive (see also [44]) a certain neces-
sary and sufficient condition on f as a function of p for the lower semicon-
tinuity of 1 (z G) with respect to a certain type of convergence. This que-
stion was considered for v = N = 1 by Tonelli ([72], [73], [74], [75)) and by
Cesari and others for the parametric case. We begin by deriving this condi-
tion and then discuss the relation of that condition to the condition (3.2).
In order not to get involved with the behavior of ,f at infinity we shall use
the following couvergence which obviously implies weak convergence in each
CJ3¡ but does not necessarily imply strong convergence in any CJ3¡:

DEFINI’I’ION : We say that z" - z on (?~2013~~(~) converges uniformly to
z (x) on G and z each satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition on G

which is independent of n . 
’

THEOREM 3.1 : Suppose I (z, G) is lower-semicontinuous with ’respect to
this type of convergence at any z on any G and f is continuous.
Then.

for any constant (xo , Zo , Po), any bounded doiiiain G, and any .Lipschitz vec-
which vanishes on a G . 

Z be anyProof : Let xo be any point, B be the cell xg + h, Zo be any
vector of class C’ ou Q be the and C be any vec-
tor which satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition over the whole space and
is periodic of period 1 in each xa.

For each n, define Cn (x) on R by

Then tend to zero in our sense. Then, for each 
be written as a sum of integrals over the subhypercubes of R of side n-l h..
If r is one these the integral over it is

where
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Thus we see that

By letting Zo and po be arbitrary constant verctors, setting Øo (x) + 
. (xa - ~~ ~ dividing by w (R) and letting h 2013 0, y we obtain (3’3) for
G = Q and e periodic of period 1 in each xa. But if G is any bounded
domain and evanishes on we may choose a hypercube Q’ containing
G and extend ( (x) to be zero in Q’ - G. Then a simple change of variable
obtains the result in general.

DEFINITION : If f is continuous in (x, z , p) for all (x, z , p) and satisfies
(3.3) for all (xo , xo , po), we say that f is if f depends only
on p and satisfies (3.3), we say simply is quasi convex.

We now prove that the condition (3.3) is sufficient for lower-semicon-

tinuity. 
,

LEMMA 3.1: Suppose R is the 2013 ~ ~ ~ ~/(~) ~ quasi-con-
vex, suppose ~o is any constant tensor and. 0 in our sense or R.

Then

Proof : Suppose the (,, satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition with con-
stant M on R. We may assume that where each kn1/2
and lim kn = 0. For each n, we begin by defining (x) = Cn (x) on ~jR

(x) = 0 for xa 2013 ! (1 2013 we then extend each q to the

whole of R to satisfy a Lipschitz condition with constant M. Then

~-’0~~2013~~-.0~~(~)2013~(~)=0 and ~,,(~)-0 for each x

interior to R. Henee

The result follows easily from the quasi-convexity of f.
THEOREM 3.2 : Suppose f (x , z , p) is quasi-convex iu p, G is a bounded

domains, and zn - Zo on G. Then
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Proof : Since all the arguments IX zn (x) , J7 Zn (x)] and [x ~ 7 go (x) ~ J7 go (x)J
remain in a bounded part 9 of and since G is the uniou of

9~o disjoint hypercubes, it is sufficient to prove this for the case of a by- 
I

percube R of side h. Since f is uniformly continuous on ~~ there is a function
8 with lim s (p) = 0 such that 

e-o

For each k, divide R up - into 2"k hypercubes of side 2-k . h. Define
the functions on 1~ to be equal on each Rki to the ave-
rages over 1~~ of x , zo (x), and po (x) respectively, and define

Then

where

We see that

and I (zn , .R) -1 (zo , R) = In + + Lk + where these are the inte-

grals of An , Bl1k’ Ck , and y respectively., Now, let 8&#x3E; 0. We first choose
a fixed k such that aud .L~ are both  e/2. From (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), and
Lemma 3.11 we see that 

’
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since xk (x), xk (x) ~ y and pk (x) are each constant on each Rki’ Thus

Some of the theory of Chapter 2 can be carried over for the more ge-
neral functions f (x , z ~ p) which are quasi-convex in p bnt more has to be
assumed about how f behaves a~s p ~ oo . These theorems are not of great
interest and they can be found in [44].

We now investigate the concept of quasi-convexity in more detail.
LEMMA 3.2 [79], [45]: Suppose art at-e constants and

for all C in 0320 on domain G, then

Proof: Let Â1 be a unit vector with I§= and choose Â2,..., Xv so
...’, form a norInal orthogonal set. Suppose xo E G and let yr = Ay -

- (X’U - xcl). Choose ho and l~ &#x3E; 0 so that the set of all x for which 
and is in G. Let ~ be an arbitrary vector and define

where

and (Ph and y = 0 otherwise. Then it is easy to see that

which proves the lemma-

now prove the theorem mentioned in the introduction to this chåpter.
, 

THEOREM 3.3 : Suppose f(x, z, p) is class e" for all (x , z, p) nea,r
the locus S of all points Ix, z, (x) , ~ Zo (x)] x in G and suppose zo (x) is

of class 0’ on G U aC~ and I (z , G) all Lipschitz z 
coincide with Zo on a G and are such that z (x) - zo (x) I + P z (x) v zo (x)  b

for gome 6 &#x3E; 0. Then (3.2) holds for all (x , z, p) on S.
Proof : For, let ~ be any Lipschitz function vanishing vanishing on 

’

and near 80.. Then Zo -~- lt is sufficiently near zo for all sufficiently small
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1. So if q (2) =1 (zo -f - 2’), we must have

By selecting any point xo in (~ and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma
3.2 and then dividing by Rv/v (v - 1)], but letting Rand h both - 0 so
that h : R - 0 , we obtain (3.2) at [xo, z (xo), p (xo)J.

Usiug the result of Lemma 3.2 and the method of proof of Theorem’

3.3, we conclude that if f (p) is quasi-convex and of class C", then (3.2)
holds with x and z omitted. This result and the analogy with convex func-
tions suggest the following theorem whichwe now prove.

THEOREM 3.4: If f(p) is quasi then + A,,, ~~) is convex in

~, for each p and $ and convex in ~ for each p and A.
Proof: If f is quasi-convex, it is easy to see that its twiceiterated h-

average function fhh is also quasi-convex and is of class C" as well. Then

any linear function furnishes an absolute minimum to Ihh (z, G) among all
Lipschitz functions with the same boundary values. Accordingly by Theo-
rem 3.3 we see that fhh satisfies (3.2). But then fhh has the convexity pro-
perties stated in the theorem. Since converges uniformly to f on any
bounded part of space, the theorem follows..

DEFINITION : A function f (p) which satisfies the conditions in Theorem
3.4 is said to be weakly quasi-convex.

REMARK : The principal problem, so far unsolved, is whether or not

every weakly quasi-convex function is quasi-convex.
THEOREM 3.5 : 7y f(p) is weakly quasi-convex , it satisfies a uniform

Lipschitz conditions on a bounded part of space. If p is given, there are con-
stants A’ such that

If f is also of class 0’, then A3 = fp i (p). If f is also of class C" then (3.2). i a

holds. If f is continuous and if, for each p, constants A exist such that (3.8)
holds, then f is weakly quasi-convex.

’ 

Proof: If f is weakly qua.si-convex, it is convex in each pi separately.
Hence, if I ~ 111 on some hypercube, any difference quotient of the
form :

where d is the smaller of
I
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Next, lith is still weakly quasi-convex and of class C" so that (3.2)
holds. Then, from the convexity for each £, for instance, (3.8) holds
with Ahh = fhhpi a (~) . Since f satisfies a uuiform Lipschitz condition near

p, we see that the are uniformly bounded as h - 0 so a sequence of

h - 0 can be chosen so that all the Âhhi tend to limits. Clearly (3.8) holds
in the limit. Since the unit vector in the pt direction is of we

see that if/ is of class 0’. The last statement follows from theo-
J a

rems on convex functions.

We now define a sufficient condition for f to be (strongly) quasi-convex.
THEOREM 3.6 : A sufficient that 101’

each p there exist alternating forms ,

(in which the coefficients are 0 unless all the at ... a, are distinct and all

the j1 ...j, are distinct and all interchange of two a’s or two j’s changes
the sigu) such that all a we hltve °

Proof : For suppose p is auy constant tensor, is any bounded do-
inain, and is any Lipschitz vector which vanishes on &#x26;/l. By extending
~ = 0 outside G and approximating to it.on a larger domain D with smooth
boundary with functions of class C" which vanish on and near c7D and

using Stokes’ theorem we see that the integral of the SU1U on the right in
(3.9) is zero. We now exhibit two interesting cases where the weak quasi-
convexity of f implies its quasi-convexity.

THEOREM 3.7 : wealcly and 
’

then f is quasi-convex (179], [45]).
Proof : For, if C is Lipschitz and vanishes on 8a (which may as well

be assumed smooth), then

.

della Scuola Norm, Sup.. Pi8a.
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If we introduce Fourier transforms (see [79])

we see that

since the integrand is &#x3E; 0 for each y.
THEOREM 3.8 : I f N = v + 1 and

where F is continuous 

Then f is quasi-convex in p i f and . only if 1i’ is conroex in (Xi,,,,, 
We omit the proof which is found in [44J; F is there required to be

homogeneous of the first degree in X but this is not necessary in the proof.
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CHAPTER IV

The differentiability of the solutions of certain variational
problems with v = 2.

In this chapter we discuss the differentiability of the solutions of cer-

tain problems whose existence was proved in § 2. To save time, we shall

not discuss the continuity on the boundary but shall consider only the dif-
ferentiability on the interior. This work was first presented in f[42J~ chap-
ters 4,6, and 7 and was the culmination of a series of papers on this sub

ject by Lichtenstein [34], [35], Hopf [27), and the writer [39]. Some of these
results have recently been generalized by De Giorgi [10] and Nash [49].
Sigalov [61] announced results similar to -those presented here.

We begin with the following lemma which has a proper generalization 
’

for all values of v (see [42] and [47]) :
LEMMA 4.1 : Suppose a vector Z (x) E on a domain G and suppose that

for

whe2tevet- B (xo , a~ C G. Then

where

for every paii- of point8 X2) in G such that every point on ’the segment
joining them is at a distance &#x3E; a , front a G . 

Proof : We note first that if ~ is on the segment and s  a ,
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using the Schwarz inequality. Next we write

and then average with respect to x over B (x , r/2) , x = (xi + a?g)/2 . If
for a given t, 0  t  1 1 we set ~==~-)-(a?2013~)~ then y ranges over

B [(;1 - t) xk + tx , rt~2] . Then

from which the result follows.

NOTATION: If z E 932 on G, we define

called the Dirichlet integral.
LEMMA. 4.2 : Suppose Z E 932 on B (xo, ac) and suppose

where

converges, for every function Zr = z on 8B (xa , r) . Then

and the right side tends to zero with r.
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Proo f : Let q (r) = D [z, B (xo , 7 r)]. Then T is absolutely continuous. For
almost all r , z (r , 6) is AG’ in 0 with lre (r 0) 1 in -P2. For such r-, define

Using Fourier series, one easily sees that

By computing D2 [Z,, B ~xo , r)J and using (4.5) we see that

from which (4.4) follows ’easily. In order to see that the right side of (4.4)
tends to zero with r, we note that

THEOREM 4. 1: Suppose f (x ~ z 7 p) is continuous for all (x, x , p) and is

convex in p for each (x ~ z), and suppose there are I constants m, M, and k
such that ’ 

’

for all p . Suppose I (zo ~ G) is finite, G is a bounded domain, and zo mini-

mizes I (z, G) among all z irc coinciding wittc zo on a G . Then zo satisfies
(4.1) and (4.2) on G with ,

Thus zo satisfies a unifo1’m HUlder condition on each compact subset of G .

Proof: Suppose B (xo , r) C G and let Zr be any function in C)32 on
B (xo, t-) and coinciding with zo on a B (xo, to). Then, from (4.7)

The result follows from Lemma 4.2.
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For the remainder of this section, we shall assume that f (x z, p) sa-
tisfies the following condition in addition to (4.7) ; ,

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS : We assume that G is a bounded d01nain, f sa,-
tisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1, and 

’

(i) f is of class 0" for all (x ~ z, p) ,

(ii) there are functions m1 (B), M, (R), and (R) with 0  Uti (R)
S M1 (R) for all R &#x3E; 0 such that

for all (x , z , p) such that 1 x (2 -~- ~ I Z ~2  RQ. 1 1

THEOREM 4.2 : Suppose f and G satisfy the general assumptions, zo sati-

sfies the continuity conclusions of Theorem 4.1, and C is any Lipschitz fun-
ction on G which vanigheg on and near a(~ , and qJ (2) ’1 (zo + ~,~) . Then q’(0)
exists and

Let F be the compact support of ~ . Since zo is continuous on
~’, ~ x ~2 + xo (x) ~2  R2, for some R, for all x on F. Then, for almost all x on F,

where, for instance,

Clearly all the I and Ojk are measurable and we conclude also from
the general assumptions and the Lipschitz character of C that

where is uniformly bounded for The result follows.
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DF,FINITION : If q (0) = 0 for every C as in Theorem 4.2, we say that

zo furnishes a stationary value to the integral I(z , G) .
COROLLARY: If f, G , and Zo Slttîsfy tke conditions of Theorem 4.2 and

if Zo minimizes I (z ~ G) among all sufficiently z sense) having the
same boundary values, then Zo furnishes a stationary value to I (z , G).

In order to obtain further differentiability properties of the solutions

zo, we must consider the solutions u of equations

where all the coefficients are measurable and satisfy

for all

We begin by considering the case where = Cjk = 0 and set

From our general assumptions, we see that

From this result and the Poincare inequality (Theorem 1.11)j we see that
the space is a. Hilbert space if we take 10 (u , v ; G) as an inner product
and that the resulting norm is topologically equivalent to the original 032
norm on 9320.

LEMMA 4.3: If 8 ig any set of finite measure, then
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LEMMA 4.4 : 9320 on G, f E £1 and

for every circle B ~xo , r) . Then u. f’ E £1 on G and Ratis fies

u and f nr2ay be tensors.
Proof.. The proof for the general vector u in 9320 will follow from

the result for class C’ which vanishes near 9(7. Let xy E G and suppose
and extend u to be zero outside G. Then if we set

v j (r , 0) = uj (x1-~- r cos 9 , xi + r sin 9), we see that

Hence

Applying the Schwarz inequality judiciously to (4.18), we obtain
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Using Lemma. 4.3 we see that

Next, defined,

From our assumption on f, we see that

Accordingly

I 

The result follows from (4.20) and (4.21).
LEMMA 4.5 : Suppose u and.f satisfy the hypotheses of 4.4. Then

(tnd

Proof : This follows from two applications of Lemma 4.4.
THEOREM 4.3 : is an a 0 &#x3E; 0 and depending only on -L 11 17 M2 ,

such that if 0  a S. a,o and B (xo ~ a) C G, then
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Proof: For

using Lemma 4.5 and the Schwarz inequality.
THEOREM 4.4 : If 0  a:5 B (xo , a) C G, c3k , and f saiis fy (4.15)

and e E 4 on B a), there exists a unique u in 9320 on B (xo, a) such that
(4.13) holds for all v E ~20 oyc B (xo, 

Proof: From Theorem 4.3 and the Poincare inequality (Theorem 1.11),
we see that the space 9320 is a Hilbert space if we introduce I (u, v) a&#x26;

inner product. Since the equation (4.13) can be written

and since .L (v) is a linear functional, we see from Hilbert space theory
that there is a unique u in C)320 which satisfies the equation. If, now, we
revert to ~I~ fu, B (xo, as norm, we see from (4.23) and Lemma 4.4
that the norm of L (v) is given by the bracket on the right in (4.22). The

inequality (4.22) follows by comparing the I and D norm.
We can now prove the interior boundedness theorem:

THEOREM 4.5 : Suppose u E £2 on G where 0 a:5ao , u E 932
on B (xo , r) asad (4.13) holds for each v E on B (xo, r) each r with

0ra. Then

the norm being the E2 norms.
, Proof : Let h be a fixed function of class C°° with h (s) =1 for s  0

and h (s) = 0, for and Choose R so r  R  a and define
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Then v and on B (xo ~ ,R). Substituting in (4.13), we obtain

where III U III is the ~20 -- D-nol’ln and II u II is the £2 norin. Since (4.24)
holds for all R a J the result follows.

LEMMA 4.6 : I f u E 932 on B (xo, R), the1’e is a 1£1 E CJ320 o~L B (xo , 2.R)
such that ul (x) = u (x) on B, (xo , R) and

where C4 is absolute constant. 

Define ’lt2 (x) = U (x) on B (xo , R) and extend it by reflection in
the circle B (xo , R). Then u E 932 on B (xo, 2R) and

Then~ define

where h is function introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Then u1 is

easily seen to have the desired properties.
THEOREM 4.6 (Dirichlet growth Suppose G,

u E C/32 on B (xo, a), (4.13) holds for all v E C)320 on B (xo, a), (ind e satisfies -

the condition 
0 

,

for some p with 0 p  1/2 and and every circle B r) C B a).

1.1hen u satisfies the condition (4.1) aud (4.2) with G replaced by B (s , a) , x,
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replaced = a - ~ x1- xo ~ , ~ replaced by y 
anil L 

by °5, whe’re °5 depends only on 1ni’ M1, lVl2 , Z/~ ~~ ft J a, where

Thus u satisfies a uniform Hölder condition on any B (xo R) with R  a which

depends only on the qJtantities above and a - R.
Proo f : Let

From our hypotheses on the b’s, 7 c’s , e’s, and f’s and from Lemmas 4.4,
4.5, and 4.6, we see that

Moreover u satisfies the equation

on any B (x, , r) C B (xo, a). As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, there is a

unique solution ~Tr of (4.25) which is in 0320 on B (xi ~ r) and

where Z1 depends only on the quantities mentioned.
Now Vr = u - Ur satisfies the homogeneous equation (4.25) and so

clearly minimizes Io [ V, among all V = T~r ( = u) on aB 1.).
Since Ur E CB20 on B (xl , r) , y we see that

where Br = B r) . Using the fact that Io ( V r , J5~) ~ 10 (ur , ur ; Br) for

any on and using (4.16), we see that
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where Z2 depends only on the quantities indicated. The results follow from
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.1. ,

We can now resume our discussion of a solution xo of a variational
problem of the type being discussed here.

THEOREM 4.7: Suppose zo gives a stationat-y value to I (z, G) and sati-
sfies the continuity conclusions of Theorem 4.1. Then zo E on ettch domain

r with fc G, where 0  ft  1 , and the derivatives s orc domains inte-

1"ior to G .

Proof : Since (p (0) = 0, we see that the right side of (4.11) holds for

each Lipschitz C with compact support in G. So, suppose B a) C G.
Choose A &#x3E; a so that from Theorem 4.1 ~ we have

I Zo (x) for some R, on Let b = (2a + A)~3 ,
c, = (a + 2A/3), ho = (A - a~)~3 ~ be the unit vector in direction

for y = 1,2, let v be an arbitrary Lipschitz function having support in

B (xo c) and define

for 0  I h  h’o . has support in B (xo, A) . Substituting Ck into the
equation ~’ (o) = 0 and using (4.11), we see that 2ch satisfies equation (4.13)
on B (xo, c) with coefficients ah k, etc., where

for almost all x. From the general assumptions on f and from the formulas
(4.26) for the coefficients, we see that the bounds (4.14) and (4.15) hold uni-
formly for 0  I h  ho with

(B) ~ Mi = Ml (R) , M2 = (R) , 21 = m/M, G = B (xo, c),
where K is a constant depending on A and the distance‘ of from

Clearly each Uh E on B (xo , c) and its L2 norm is uniformly boun-
ded there, and we also have

Accordingly, we see first from Theorem 4.5 that the 932 norms of the ul,

are uniformly bounded on B (xo, b) and then from Theorem 4.6 that the Uh
satisfy a uniform Holder condition on B (xo , a) independently of h. Thus
we may let h - 0 and we see that the derivatives zi and satisfy this
Holder condition on ..
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CHAPTER V

A variational method in the theory
of harmonic integral. ,

In this section, we apply our variational method to the study of ar-
monic integrals and, more generally, use it to obtain the Kodaira decom-

position theorem [29] (see Theorem 5.10 below). This approach was originally
suggested by Hodge in his first paper on the subject [25]. The generality
of the manifolds .allowed and the methods and results obtained are closely
related to those obtained by Friedrichs [20] working independently. Of course
corresponding results have been obtained on smoother manifolds by a num-
ber of other authors using other methods ([12], [23], [26], [29], [38]). In this
section, we shall confine ourselves to coinpact manifolds without boundary.
The variational methods are applied to compact manifolds with boundary in

[20] and [46] ; boundary value problems for forms have been considered by
other writers using other methods in [13], [66].

We adopt the usual definition of a, compact Riemannian manifold of
dimension n (instead of v) and of class Ck or C§j (0  p  1) any two admis-
sible coordinate systems are related by a transformation of class Ck or C7"
respectively. If 0  It  1 , the class Cku is the same as what we have called

p,

If ,u =1, a function is of class if and only if its derivatives of

order  k satisfy Lipschitz conditions; transformations of class ek are defined
similarly. If a coordinate system is of class ek the induced g;; are of classp ’liJ

We shall assume that our ulanifold is of class at least Ci .
We shall be concerned with exterior differential forms of degree r on

a manifold M; we call these simply In the domain of a given coor-
. 

dinate system such a form w may be represented by

where coil...i, are the components of ro in that coordinate system and A de-
notes the exterior product. In order to take care of the case of noii-orien-’
table manifolds, we allow both even and odd forms. If two coordinate sy-
stems (x) and (x’) overlap, the components transform according to the law
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Since the Jacobians involved in (5.2) are at least of class 00 (Lipschitz),
we may say that a form OJ is of class ~2 or C)32 -- its components in each
coordinate system are.

Given an r-form OJ, we define its dual ~~ by

where is 0 if two indices pi are the same or otherwise is ± 1 ac-

cording as pl ....p,, is an even or odd permutation, k,  ..,  k,. are chosen
so that k1 ... kr jl ...jn-,o is a permutation, is the determinant of the
k 1. -

9 ii , and r= + 11 chosen so that ... n d3 , I the positive vo-
lume element. If two w aud q of the same (both even or both
odd) of the same degree are in oC?2 on M, we define their inner pi-oduct .

we form inner products only under these conditions. If m is an r-form gi-
ven in the x-system by (5.1) and if q is an s-forin of the same kind with

a corresponding representation~ we define

Accordingly the inner product q) is also given by

I 

where (i) = il ... y where ii  ...  ir, etc. In case P corresponds to xo in the
x system and gij (sg) = 6ij , we see that
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The following theorem is well hoown and is evident.

THEOREM eczch i- -- 0,1, ..., n the totality of a fixed
kind £2 on M (with equivalent for1ns a 1’enl Hilbert space 
with inner product given by (5.4)

In order to introduce an inner product in on M, we proceed as
follows, :

DEFI:NI1.’ION: Let CJ1 = ( ~T1 ~ ... , be a fiiiite open covering of M by
coordinate patches Uq = Qq (Gq), where each Gq is a Lipschitz domain in
C’? . If w and 27 are in CB2 on M we define

where and q(q) are the components of co Then

is the expression for the norm in 932 on M corresponding to the inner pro-
duct (5.8). It is char that convergence of to co according to one of the

. norms (5.9) is equivalent to the atrong convergence in 932 of the compenents
in any coordinate system to those of w. Thus we obtain the theorem :

THEOREM 5.2: For each coordinate cover c2Z and each r = 0 ~ ..., n the
space of r-fortns in 932 of a given kind on forms a real Hilbert space

with inner product given by (5.8). such inner product sare topolo-
gically equivalent.

Now, if w is an r form E C1321 we define dw and 3w by

We note that dw is an (r -f-1)-form (if t-  n - 1) and dw is an (r - l)-
form (if r &#x3E; 1). Finally, we define the Dirichlet integral by

THEOREM 5.3 : d is a bounded operator from the whole of into -P2’+’
and -6 is a bounded from the while of 93; into P’-’ ; each of these
operators preserves evenness or oddness. D (w) is a lower semi-continuous fun-
ction with respect to weak convergence in CBr 2 If cok tencls weakly to coo in

on M , then Wk tends strongly to coo in ,e2 r on, M.
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Proof. The first statement in clear form (5.8) since the gij are at least

Lipschitz and have bounded first derivatives. New if cok tends weakly in

932 to OJ, dcojk and 3mk tend weakly in £2 to and 3w , whence the last
statement about D (co) follws from the lower-semicoutinúity .of the norm in

with respect to weak convergence. The last statement is an application
of Theorem 1.13. 

~

From (5.6) and (5.7), we see that

In the coordinate system of (5.7), we see that

((i) not summed)

where i1 ...  i1. aiid ii ... ...2013 is a permutation. From the form (5.12),
we see that

From (5.5) and (5.10) it is easy to see that

where q is a«y s-form (and co is an r-form) in ~2. From the rules of ex-
terior multiplication and (5.5), it is easy to see that

From (5.4), (5.12), (5.14), and (5.16), one derives

If My (J), and ~ are all smooth and m and ( are of the same kind

and degrees i- and t--17 respectively, we obtains

4. Annali delta Scuola Norm, Sup.. Pila.
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since the first integral vanishes by Stoke’s theorem for (n -1)-forms, the
bracket being just d [* w v C] (see (5.15)). We emphasize ,the result :

4

In the case of smooth manifolds and forms, we see from (5.10) and (5.14)
that

Combining this with (5.18), we see that

The formulas (5.18) and (5.20) can be extended to 932 forms on manifolds
only of class 01 by using a proper partition of unity (recall Lemma 1.3),
such that if the supports of two of the hi intersect then their union lies

in one coordinate patch, to represent each form as a A sum of forms whose

supports have the same property. Then, for instance

and each term may be evaluated using one coordinate patch ; in that patcll.
the gij and the forms may be approximated by smooth forms.

In the case of a coordinate system of the type in (5.7) where we also
assume that all the agij/axk = 0 at xo, we see from (5.10) and (5.13) that
the components of dw at x. are

where i1.,. l1... is a permutation. From (.~.21)~ we see that Diri-
chlet integral in (5.11) reduces to

for the case that a) has support in a coordinate patch having domain G
and the throughout G ; the last integrals all vanish in this case.
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We now prove the following important lemma, first proved for forms
by Gaffney ,

LEMMA 5.1 : Given s &#x3E; 0, 1 0  r:5 n, and Po on M, there is an admissi-

bile coordinate system mapping B (0, e), for some e &#x3E; 0, onto a neighborhood
U of Po , and a constant l such that

for any r-form E 932 whose support is in U.

Proof : We begin by choosing a fixed coordinate system mapping some
BR = B (0 ~ R) onto a neighborhood UR of Po ~ 7 carryng the origin into Po~
and satisfyng gij (0) = bij. From our formulas for dco and we see that

where the a’s are combination of the gij only and so are Lipschitz and the
-- 

b’s and are combinations of the gzj and their first derivatives and so
-- 

are bounded and measurable at least. Since the a’s are Lipschitz and since

we see that we may choose o so small that

The result follows from (5.22).
&#x3E; 0

The following iiuportant theorem corresponds to GardiDgls Inequality
for differential equations :

THEOREM 5.4 : For each It, = 0 , ~.. , n and coordinate covering CJ1 of M,
there exist constants K9J &#x3E; 0 arud such that

for ever w E 93; . 
’

Proof : From Theorem 5.2 it is sufficient to prove this for some parti-
cular Let CJ1 = ( U1, ..., y U Q) be all open covering of M by ,coordinate

patches such that each IN E M is in some Uk satisfying (5.23) with s = 12
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say. Let G1, ... GQ be the domain lIl .E" such that Uk = Qk (Gk) for all
lc. There exists a finite sequence ~1 ? ... , 7 0, of Lipschitz functions on M,
each of which has support interior to some Uq, 2 and such that

for all x E M.

Now if (5.25) were false for the CJ1 just described, there would exist a
sequence (mp) of r-forms in ~2 such that D(mp) and were uniformly
bounded but 11 mp lilT - oo Then, for some s, q, and some subsequence, still
called y we would have

where 4S~ has support in Uq, since

and

But it is easy to see that and are uniformly bounded.
From our choice of neighborhoods we have reached a contradiction with

the fact that

We can now present the variational method. We begin with the follo-

wing lemma :
LEMMA 5.2 : :Let be any closed linear manifold in the space ~2 of

on M (of one kiud). Then either thete is no form W of which

or there is a form coo in ~~2 with (roo, coo) =1 which minimizes
D (w) among all such forms.

If contains no form in 93;, there is nothing to prove. O-
therwise let be a minimizing sequence, i. e., one such that 

and cok E ~2 for each k =1, 2 , ... , and such that .D opproaches
its infimum for all w E fl 93;. From Theorem 5.4 it follows that the
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((rok, are uniformly bounded. Accordingly, a subsequence, still called

exists which converges weakly in 03; to some form roo’ But from

Theorem 5.3 rok tends strongly in L2r to roo and D(o)) is lower-semiconti-
uuons with respect to weak convergence in 03;. The proof of the lemma is
now complete.

DEFINITION : A harmonic field ct) on lit is a form in C)32 on M for which
dw = 3m = 0 almost everywhere. We will let ~r denote the linear mani-

fold of harmonic fields on of degree r. (Strinct!y speaking we have 9fT
and 9~~ for even and odd forms, respectively).

THEOREM 5.5 : For each ~~ = 0 ; .,. ~ n ( = din M) the manifold 9fr
is finite dimensional.

Proo.l. The 032 forms are dense in E;, since the Lipschitz forms are.

Let M1 = ~2 . There is a form u~1 in Mi f 1 03; which minimizes D (co) among
all such forms with (0), =1. Let J;J 2 be the closed linear manifold in

~2 orthogonal to WI, and let w2 be the corresponding minimizing form in

By continuing this process, we Inay determine successive minimizing
forms Wi’ w3 , ... , y each satisfying Wk) =1 and being orthogonal to
all the preceding ones.

Now if Z)(o~)&#x3E;0~ there are no harmonic fields # 0 since 

~ D (cu2) ~ .... On tue other hand, suppose D_(wk) = 0 for all values of K.

Then by Theorem 5.4, ((wk , is uniformly bounded in k, whence a

subsequence converges weakly in 03~ and hence strongly in. ~2 to so-
me form Wo in 03. This is impossible since the mk form an orthonormal

system in ~2 .
THEOREM 5.6: For each coordinate of M there is a constant

Âo such that .

for any co ia ~2 wick is orthogonal to 9ft- .

Proof. For, let coo be that form in 93~ (there is one since each harmo-

nic field is in 032) which minimizes D (co) among all w in (cu,c~)=1
and co orthogonal to 9ff. Then clearly D &#x3E; 0 and by homogeneity

for all w in ~2 and orthogonal to qer. By Theorem 5.4 we see that

from which (5.27) follows.
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THEOREM 5.7 : Suppose and orthogonal to 
Then unique form Qo in 93; a,nd orthogonal to ger that

for every ~’ in 93;. the from coo ta Do is a bounded
linear from ..e; into 93 .

Proof : From Theorem 5.5, we see that .

since (co ? 7 coo) is a bounded linear functional on cl3’~; here I ro Ilk = ((,60,0))) gf -.
Hence is bounded below and is lower-semicontinuous with respect to,

weak convergence in 03~ if m is orthogonal (E2-sense) to Accordingly
there is a minimizing form If ~ is any form in 93; orthogonal to 
we then see .that 

’

which shows that (5.28) holds for all such ~ and Do is unique. But then

(5.28) holds all ~ in 93; since any such ~ is uniquely representable in the
where and ~’~ is in orthogonal to

Finally, if we set C = Qo in (5.28) and use Theorem 5.7, we see that

from which the last statement follows. 
,

DEFINITION : The form Do of Theorem 5.7 is called the potential of Wo .
We observe that if all forms in (5.28) and the manifold M were suffi-

ciently smooth, the equation (5.28), together with equation (5.18) would im-
ply that

In any coordinate system, (5.30) reduces to a system of second order equa-
tions in the components of the forms ; if r&#x3E; 1, these equations involve the
second derivatives of the gij as well as those of the components of 00 . Ho-
wever, all the results stated so far hold for manifolds of class C’ in which
case the requisite second derivatives of the gij certainly do not exist.
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DEFINITION : We say that co is of class £2)., 0  ~  it/2, if for each coor-
dinate system 0 with domain BR, there is a constant L = L (9 , such that

The class 932Å is defined similarly,
The importance of the spaces 932Å ariees from the fact that if 

with A = /t - 1 + it/2 , 0  p  1 , then co E 00 ; this follows from the strain-
ghtforwand extension of Lemma 4.1, to n dilnensions. We can now state

the following results concerniug differentiability.
THEOREM 5.8 : Suppose that cu E e Q is its potential.

(i) If M is of class the Q, and 60 E 

(ii) If M is of class el 1 and co E £2Å’ then Q, dQ, and ~S~ E C)32Å and
hence in eo if A= 

, (iii) If 1i1 is of class Ci and w E C132, then dQ and 60 are the potentials
of dw and bw, respectively.

’ 

(iv) If M is of class 0k and dJ k &#x3E; 2 ~ 0 ,u  1’ then 
and 60 E (;y1. If k &#x3E; 3 and co E (;k-3 , then E 

..

It - 
. IA IA

(v) If lJ1 and co are of class C°° or analytic, then so is Q. In all case,

if we set a = dQ and P 60 we have 
’

THEOREM 5.9: Suppose that H is a harmonic field. ,

(i) If 1iT E Ci , then HE 032Â with 1 = n/2 - 1 + p for any ft, 0 /tl.
(ii) If 111 E 0’, 2, 0  Jl 1, then HE ’
(iii) 1 f M E C°° or is analytic, then so is H.

In both Theorems 5.8 and 5.9, 0-forms have an additional degree of
differentiability (except in the second part of Theorem 5.8 (iv)). It should be
observed that we can form as indicated in (5.31) even though the in-

dividual components of Q do not have the necessary second derivatives

(if r &#x3E; 0) .
. P,roof : Obviously H satisfies (5.28) with Wo = 0 . Then equations (5.28)
are a special case of the more general equations

Using (5.24) and (5.22) we see that equations (5.32) are equivalent to equa-
tions of the form (4.13), i f ~ has snpport on some one coordinate patch7
where the a’s are Liptschitz, the b’s and c’s are bounded and measurable
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and the e’ s and Such systems have been studied extensively by
the writer in [75] and [47]. Since Professor Niretiberg’s lectures are concer-
ned with differentiability problems, the results and their proofs are omitted.

The results concerning aml g follow directly from the result just
mentiolled. To prove the differeutiability of aQ and 6S2, we select a coor-
dinate patch and find that we can approximate to ,~ ~ c~ ~ 1 and the gij by
smoot functions so That Q is a potential of co with respect to the altered

gij at each stage. if ~ has support interior to this patch, we see that
(5.31), (5.18), and (5.20) imply that a and fl satisfy

The interior boundedness theorem (like Theorem 4.5) and an approximation
theorem for such systems allow us to pass to the limit in (5.33). If ill 
we use (5.33) and (5.18) to see that a and are the potentials of dm and

respectively.
The following theorem complements the well-known orthogonal decom-

position of Kodaira [29].
THEOREM 5.10: If co is any £2’ then there exists a harmonic

field H and forms a fl, aud Q in 932 such that

where Q is the potential of w - H. If the ,first equation of (5.34) holds for a
harmonic field Bi and a1 and ~81 in C132 I then H, ð0153 , and

dfJ1 = 
The sets e,, or all ð0153 for 0153 in 93~+1 and of all d f3 for

f3 in 93~-1 are closed linear manifolds in -02r and

If M E G~1 and w E -P2, or ~2~ , 0 _ ~,  n/2, then 6a and dfl have the 

properties.
If and co E C~ with k ? 2, 0  ,~  1, 0  a l., and either l k -1

or l = k - I and then 6a and dfJ have the same differentiability pro-
perties as cu . 

’

If u and QJ E C°° or are aitatitic, so are boc and dfl.
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Proof: The first statement and the differentiability resnlts follow im-

mediately from Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 If -H oc, aiid fl all E CB2 have

properly related degrees), formulas (5.18) and (5.20) and the definition of .

harmonic field imply that and dfl are orthogonal in -P2. To see that
the sets ~’r and If)1’ are closed we see, by following the coustruction iu the

first paragraph of the theorem with co = ba and in turn, that if a and

fl E I there are forms a1 and fll in and orthogonal to 9~ such that

Then if ~a,2 -~ 6 in £2’ we see that the -~ some oci in C)02 by Theorem
5.6. A corresponding result holds if in £2’ 1
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